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Abstract: Existing antivirus technology depends on extracting signatures. They are inefficient on detecting diverse forms
of computer viruses, especially new variants and unknown viruses. Inspired by biological immune system, a virus detection model based on artificial immune and key-signatures extraction is proposed. This model adopt TF-IDF Algorithm to
extract virus ODNS from virus DNA parts on code level, and on gene level these virus ODNs are matched by slither window to form virus candidate gene library and normal candidate gene library; then distinguish these gene through negative
selection algorithm to generate a detecting virus gene library; Last on the testing procedure level, use a cosine similarity
algorithm to estimate the testing procedure relevant to virus. To identify most of new variants and camouflage viruses，
virus polymorphism is considered. Different unsteady length genes compose a virus, and a r-adjustable match rule based
on RCB r-chunks is adopted to extract virus detecting library, which can mostly present virus signatures. In order to make
full use of effective information and fully taking the advantages of relevance between virus genes, in procedure phase,
suspicious programs are analyzed in contrast to the detecting gene matching technique, which leads to a fairly level false
and positive rate.
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1. INTRODUTION
Traditional computer anti-virus technology is based on
virus feature detection, which has effective recognition to
known and existing viruses. However, this kind of detection
has limited recognition to unknown and mutated viruses.
Artificial immune system [1] based on Biological immune system is an important branch in the field of artificial
intelligence, as well as neural network and genetic algorithm
is also important method of intelligent information processing and is widely researched by increasing number of e experts. This system can distinguish “self” and “non-self” to
defend against external invasion. This system in computer
field can filter useless and harmful information, which is
similar with the recognition of malicious code [2]. Based on
Biological immune system, many represents active research
results such as negative selection algorithm, clonal selection
algorithm, and immune genetic algorithm are adopted in
artificial immune model to detect computer virus [3-5].
Negative selection algorithm [6] can detect infinite abnormal
sample programs with limited normal sample programs, but
without prior knowledge and becomes the principal method.
However, this algorithm in detector generation efficiency,
detector length selection, generalization ability, and complexity of algorithm need lots of resources, and it also does not
take full use of the correlation between multiple detectors.
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Research on computer virus feature extraction, citing
Deng et al., the description of the characteristics of the virus:
1). Virus feature should take actual unsteady length;
2). Multiple features need to identify a virus, rather than use
a virus feature;
3). Features of a virus have relevance with each other.
Considering the characteristics of the virus, this paper
proposes a feature extraction method of key code based on
artificial immune system which makes full use of the key
characteristics of relevance. In code layer, a key code extraction model can be established to match the feature generation
and storage. In gene layer, key code correlation analysis can
be established to improve training set detection efficiency.
2. PREPARE KNOWLEDGE
Kephart et al. [7] propose virus feature extraction
method, a few known virus which can infect large number of
files are extracted steadily with 12 to 36 bytes areas. In these
areas most distinguish virus will be selected as virus feature.
Although this method does not need the help of experts and
can quickly extract the features of the virus, but author believes that this method cannot apply to polymorphism of the
virus.
Other effective detection method also attempts to use
win32 DLL called, ASCII string or sequence of bytes as
characteristics. Due to the specific training set to produce a
fitting feature of the phenomenon. Henchiri and Japkowicz
propose a virus feature extraction and evaluation model
based on data mining [8]. This model focus on the feature of
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different family virus classification. Data mining is adopted
to distinguish internal and external family to establish detailed index of virus features.
Inspired by negative selection mechanism, Forrest proposes detection algorithm for abnormal challenge. This algorithm without non-self information is especially suitable for
the unknown time-varying environment of the fault diagnosis and computer security monitoring. But, features in collection are exponential based on the "self" information. In addition, the algorithm adopts without wizard randomly generated characteristics will have a lot of useless operations,
which will cause detector redundancy.
Adopting fixed length string to identify the individual
problem is also irrational. Therefore, a variable fuzzy matching negative selection algorithm is proposed [9], in which a
low complexity and detector selection generation algorithm
is given to make the characteristic number and "self" information number into a linear relationship. This method
greatly reduces the number of features, but not fundamentally solve the problem of feature.
From above point of view, virus detection model based
on artificial immune system is proposed to detect unknown
viruses [10]. The model uses the prior knowledge to generate
the virus features regularly, overcome random selection and
is only suitable for stabilization system. However, the validity of the model is influenced by feature extraction field, and
unit size. Unknown factors in practice are not available while
a small translation will cause failure.
For these reasons, Karnik et al. proposed a cosine similarity method to measure program features [11]. This method
can identify form of polymorphism of file and detect viruses.
This method has high measuring efficiency for unknown
viruses and virus variation.
In addition, Chen qi et al. [12] proposed a filtering feature of the selected algorithm based on TF*IDF and also
provides good ideas for virus detection.
3. VIRUS FEATURE EXTRACTION
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virus in training sets, the virus code is extracted through a
key extraction algorithm, which is composed of different
kinds of virus gene pool, and then through the selection of
threshold as control, uses the prior knowledge mining information available to the greatest extent.
Inspired by biological immune system, some academic
terms are redefined in this paper:
-code DNA: Hex string in program;
-Gene: Hex string represent virus feature, as comparative
item;
-Nucleotides: each two bytes Hex string represents a Nucleotides, as ODN. A quantity of Nucleotides compose a
gene.
A small amount of effective key code forms the virus
genes and these genes are composed of several ODNs orderly. This paper adopts the sliding window for ODN counts.
With gray pigeons virus code (text) as an example, the
code of virus is as follow:
14 EB 57 FF 75 14 6A 66 56 F8 24
ODN code:
14EB EB57 57FF FF75 7514 146A 6A66 6656 56F8 F824
In order to locate and extract the key code accurately, this
paper intends to introduce TF-IDF keywords localization
algorithm and combines the concentration ODN of virus, to
extract the key virus code from training sets.
- I S : the number of ODN of normal program in training
sets.
- I V : the number of ODN of virus program in training
sets.
i

- I S : the number of ODNi of normal program in training
sets.
i

- IV : the number of ODNi of virus program in training
sets.
- N S : the number of normal programs in training sets.

3.1. Tendency Selection Algorithm

- NV : the number of virus programs in training sets.

Although many experts, based on the negative selection
algorithm proposed linear method, greedy method, template
method, evolutionary method, the negative database, and rvariable improved algorithm. However, these models do not
fully consider the operational features of the virus itself, and
lack correlation between the viral genes. The overall non-self
detection rate is not high, the rate of false positives for self
has also a higher level.
To solve these problems, this paper attempts to run the
mechanism of the virus itself. According to the feature of the



i

- N S : the number of normal programs which contain
ODNi in training sets.
i

- NV : the number of virus programs which contain ODNi
in training sets.
i

- ODN S : ODNi in normal program in training set.
i

- ODNV : ODNi in virus program in training set.
This paper adopt TF-IDF algorithm [13] to calculate

ODN Si and ODNVi , and generate TF-IDF formulas (3-1-1):

 N
 log  S ,ODNi  normal  program
 N i +1
max I si
 s
TF  IDF(ODNi) =  i
 N
I vi
 log  V ,ODNi  virus  program
 N i +1
max I vi
 v
i
I si

{ }

{ }

(3-1-1)
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I si  Nsi
Wi =
£¬ODNi  normal  program
S  i
  I s  Ns
i 
concentration(ODNi) =
(3-1-2)
I vi  N vi
i
£¬ODNi  virus  program
WV =
 i
I

N

v
 v
i 

TF  IDF (ODNi ) S  W i £¬ODNi  normal  program

S
T (ODNi ) = 
i
V
TF  IDF (ODNi )  WV £¬ODNi  virus  program
Considering the discrete distribution of normal program
and virus program in training sets, concentration is introduced to balance randomness of training sets, as shown in
formula (3-1-2).
Tendency selection algorithm of ODNi is as shown in
formulas (3-1-3), (3-1-4).

T (ODNi)s > T (ODNi)v , ONDi  normal  program
(3-1-4)

T (ODNi)s < T (ODNi)v , ONDi  virus  program


Due to formulas (3-1-3), (3-1-4), Process of Tendency
selection algorithm is as follow:
Step 1: Initialization:1 set I S , I V , I Si , N Si , NVi , NV ,
i
N S , IV , temp[ j + +] to zero;

Step 2: select normal program, initialize array flag[i]=0;
Step 3: Using sliding window length as 2 bytes,
i
read ODN S , calculate the value of the i;
Step 4: I Si + + , I S + + ;
i
i
Step 5: If flag[i]=0, N S + + , flag[i]=1, denote ODN S as
it appears one time in this program;

Step 6: sliding window, return to step 3; until this program is over;
Step 7: Return to step 2, until all of normal programs in
training sets are over;
Step 8: Repeat above steps, instead of virus program(replace subscript s to v ); until all of virus programs
in training sets are over;
Step 9: i , calculate T (ODNi) , if

T (ODNi)s = T (ODNi)v
then, temp[j++]=i; until T (ODNi ) is calculated.
3.2. Virus Detection Model
Compared to randomly detector generation, the advantages of virus ODN detector generation are as follow: First,
ODN detector generation, filtered from the virus program
and normal program with Tendency selection algorithm, has
a higher efficiency than that of random detector; Second,
from the algorithm that is given in section 3.1, ODN library
generation complexity is low;

(3-1-3)

3.3. Match Rule
3.3.1. Virus Candidate Gene Generation Rule
This article adopted the candidate genes generation rule
which is based on RCB rules [14], Virus ODN model uses
continuous matching to match the program and then generates candidate genes of the virus. RCB matching rules refers
to the two strings x and y from the same location to match by
sliding window, until no longer matches. When checking the
matching process, it contains many virus ODN in the ODN
library, if the number of the matching is greater than T, then,
denote that the matching of the virus code contains enough
information, and use it as a virus candidate genes, otherwise
this code does not contain enough information, and cannot be
used as a candidate gene of the virus. This way of continuous
matching has two bytes in ODN fault-tolerant ability.
3.3.2. Virus Detecting Genes Generation Rule
This scheme is proposed based on RCB r-chunks rules
[15, 16] variable r matches rules to train virus candidate gene
and generate detecting gene.
In this paper, the value of r is considered as variable, and
r is related to the length of genes which can match each
other. When two of genes begin to match, the length is satisfied as in formula():

2
r  max 3, larger length-1  
3


(

)

(3-3-1)

3.3.3. Virus Similarity Model
This paper argues that after the matching rules, virus detection gene pool contains enough virus features information.
However, all of these matching activities occurred in training
and optimization of individual genes lack a rationality model
for the recognition of the program.
Cosine similarity of conception [17] is adopted to establish model for gene matching among virus programs. The
results of similarity of virus are used as a basis to distinguish
whether a program is a virus or not.
In this model, denote

{G11 ,G12 ,...,G1m }

as virus-suspi-

cious genes which are generated by detection programs and

{

Denote Vi1 ,Vi2 ,...,Vin

j

}

i1,NV 
j1,NV 

as virus detection genes. m is
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the number of genes in detecting gene, n is the number of
genes in virus detecting gene.
Denote Sij as the number of consecutive match ODNs of

G1i and Vi1 . In order to give accurate measurement to calculate the similarity of two detecting programs, similarity matrix of detecting gene and virus detection are as follows:
Vi1

Vi2
'
S1,i2 / S i2
'
S 2,i2 / S i2



'

S 1i is the number of ODN in gene Vi1 . Calculation pro-

cedures are as follow:
Step 1: Calculate

{

'
'
'
A1i = max S i,i1 / S i1 , S i,i2 / S i2 , , S i,in / S in
j
j
A1i

{

= max Si,i1 / S i1 , Si,i 2 / S i 2 ,, Si,in / S in
'

'

j

{ }

i
i
Step 2: Vn  Vn
j

virus

i

Vn

'

j

[

]

[

v

i  1, Nv

j  1, N

j

}.

}

)

(4-1)

In this paper, we give the matching probability of candidate genes and legal virus genes:

A = { normal-program-ODN}

IS

B = { virus-program-ODN} V , C = { virus-ODN  pool}
I

{

D = ODNi  { A B}

i= M
i=1

} , E = { D  C}

M1

KL

. After the trend

selection, ODN j  C  Let KL be the number of ODN in
the virus ODN pool, M is the number of common ODN between normal program and virus program. So anything between candidate genes and normal suspicious virus genes

{ A  A  B||C||A  B-C} , it can

be seen that each of genes

1). Its own ODN cluster;
,

2). Virus ODN cluster;
3). Remove common ODN cluster of virus ODN cluster.

and virus detecting genes, as formula (3-3-2).

Thus it is concluded that { B  A B||C||A  B-C} satisfy,
ing the candidate genes and legal procedures virus gene
matching probability P1 of variable r, matching rules meets
the formula (4-2):

j

r

CM1

'
m
 i=1 A1i  A 1i
COS =
m
m ' 2
2
 ( A1i )   ( A 1i )
i=1
i=1

{

Step 3: Denote max cos 1 , cos  2 ,..., cos  N
Nv

(3-3-2)

{

max cos 1 , cos  2 ,..., cos  N

v

r
C KL

v

} as similarity

}>s

decide whether this program is a virus program or not.
Here, the value of S is 0.5.

4.1.1. Complexity of Trend Selection Algorithm
i

i

(4-2)

r
C KL

Obviously, the similarity value is proportional to each
element value in the similarity matrix and is inversely proportional to the length of the gene in the virus detection gene
pool. By the formula (3-3-1), the similarity value S satisfies
the inequality (4-3);
m
 i=1 A1iT  A'1i

4.1. Match the Time Complexity and Space Complexity

{ },

C Ml 1

Similarity Matrix model is given in the paper, by comparing the virus gene pool and each gene in the virus detection to be detected in the gene pool similarity value, to determine whether the program to be detected is a virus.

4. ALGORITHM ANALYSIS

Set LS = max Length N S

 P1  

min{GV 1,GS 1}
l=r

4.1.3. Analysis of Similarity and Detection Rate

of detecting programs and virus programs, compare it with
S, if
Nv

)

consists of three parts:

, Calculate genes similarity of

]

) ((

)

4.1.2. Probability of Matching of Variable r

Vin
j

'
S1,in / S in 
j
j
'
   S 2,in / S in 
X
j
j

=
similarity maxtrix
 
T





'
'
' 
G1m S
/
S
S
/
S



S
/
S
m,in j
in j 
 m,i1 i1 m,i2 i2

 S / S'
1,i1
i1
G11 
'

G12 S 2,i1 / S i1

((

T ~ O LS 1  N S + O LV 1  NV
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{ } , Let

LV = max Length NV
j
j

Length N S be the length of the code of the normal proi

gram Si . Let Length NV j be its counterpart of the virus
program, set T as the algorithm complexity to calculate all
normal programs and virus programs, ODN generated and
trend selection, the algorithm complexity meets the formula
(4-1):

m

T

m

 ( A1i ) 

 ( A 1i )

i=1

i=1

2

'

 S 1

(4-3)

2

where, A1iT = r / S ' i1 + r / S ' i2 +r / S ' in 。
j

Set P2 as the detection rate of the virus program. Taking
in account that a program to be detected is misidentified as
legal, the procedure is as follows: the program to be detected
and the virus ODN pool generated class virus gene pool and
all virus detection of virus samples and not any one gene in
the gene pool match, namely

{cos  }
j

j1,NV 

< S , calculate
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Fig. (1). Candidate virus genes with normal-suspicious virus gene matching probability.

the

probability

{G1i }




i[1,m]

{

of

{ }

 Vi,n

j

P3 = P {cos  j }

the

i1,NV 
j1,NV 

j1,NV

{

event

P3,

by

the

formula

, formula (4-4) is established.

<S

}

P2 = 1 P3 = 1 P {cos  j }

j1,NV

<S

}

(4-4)

This paper collected 800 viruses and 1200 legal procedures, according to their respective properties. They are divided into 245 kinds of viruses. Through the statistical
analysis, the simulation results are presented:
Fig. (1) shows matching probability between the candidate gene pool and legal virus genes, it can be seen that after
virus ODN generated by a candidate gene pool and legal
virus gene pool there still exists certain intersection.
Fig. (2) shows the relationship between the matching
threshold r and similarity threshold S. As the threshold r increases, the similarity threshold S also will increase. The
similarity model given in the conclusion conforms to the
virus.
Fig. (3) shows the intersection between virus program
ODN and legal program ODN, the intersection part is related
to the samples space concentrated in the training set.
Fig. (4) shows the correct detection rate of program, with
the increasing of similarity threshold S, the detection rate of
legal procedure increases, but the detection rate of virus program will decrease. The main reason is that the similarity

threshold S is inversely proportional to the value r and
matching value, but r is proportional to the virus detection
rate. Therefore, with the increasing of S, virus detection rate
falls.
The method was applied to this scenario, compared with
the algorithm of literature [18].
1). Literature [18] ignores the gene frequency of the same
virus, it is easy to cause the variations of the virus to
identify the effectiveness of the shortage, thus to calculate the similarity values; This scenario uses gene comprehensive similarity values and calculates the program
of a particular gene to be detected and the sum of all
genes similarity to each type of virus as the genetic similarity, well balanced frequency problem;
2). As well as using the maximum as the judge whether the
program has viruses, because its core code is crucial.
There is only a few and often hidden in a large number
of data. There is plenty of virus variation and the unknown virus detection is very difficult. Maximum value
evaluation method can maximize the ability to detect
and mine programs that contain virus features.
The matching similarity threshold value S of the last section is in chapter 3.4.3. Considering this is related to the coverage of virus sample program and the number of detection
sets, in this case, to balance the comprehensiveness of detection accuracy, misjudgment rate and false negative rate, it
needs to constantly add new virus samples from training set.
Give a more appropriate threshold and update the virus
detection gene pool to improve S value.
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CONCLUSION
On the basis of previous studies, this paper mainly discusses the deficiency of existing virus detection technology
under the new situation, and to efficiently extract the virus
characteristic code, thus improving the efficiency of the recognition of virus mutation and the unknown. In this paper,
based on the deficiency of the prior knowledge of positing
detection technology in the identification code to replace,
insert redundant code, crossover operation and mutation and
unknown virus code, a hierarchical code extraction and detection methods is proposed. Through the establishment of
ODN trend selection model generation gene pool implementing code layer, and by gene layer continuous implementation
the distinction on the gene layer is achieved. At last implementing the distinction on the sample procedure layer
through the similarity model and the entire process is to effectively control the number of gene pool to avoid the redundant gene pool and improve the efficiency of the recognition of virus mutation and the unknown.
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